
 

 

BEING AN 
FULL STACK DEVELOPER 
M/F/D  |  WIENER NEUDORF  |  FULL TIME (40 H/WEEK) 

At VEROO, we passionately work every day serving our purpose – shaping 
integrated and predictable logistics to enable smart transportation and delivery of 
goods. We see customers struggling across their supply chains due to a lack of 
predictability, accurate data, and integrated systems. To overcome these challenges, 
we support them by digitizing their transport and logistics processes with a strong 
focus on transport visibility. VEROO is part of the WALTER GROUP, enabling us to 
combine long-standing industry expertise with agility and innovation. If you are 
someone who likes to work in a start-up minded team that moves fast to create 
impact but still wants to benefit from the access to a corporate industry leader, 
VEROO is the place for you. We are now keen to expand our core team with this key 
role and invite you to shape the digital future of transport and logistics with us. 

Job Vision. 
We welcome you in a setup being solely public cloud native (GCP, Atlassian, Github, Auth0 etc.), that 
leverages managed services at maximum, stand on the shoulders of giants and pushes operational 
burden to a bare minimum. Today we successfully established a first generation of business products 
provided as cloud services per M2M API’s and Web UI’s to our customers – built as component based, 
self-contained and autonomous domain systems. We offer an environment that fosters innovation, 
enables creative collaboration, and allows you to grow. 
 
Working in a Domain Driven Design (DDD) and Team Topologies (TP) environment as a Senior Developer 
with DevOps skills, you will be joining a team of developers in designing and implementing solutions for 
complex software systems. You will also be responsible for overseeing the deployment and maintenance 
of these systems, ensuring that they are reliable, scalable, and secure. In this role, you will work closely 
with other members of the team to define architecture and technical strategy, and will play a key role in 
mentoring and guiding junior members of the team. 
 
 

Responsibilities. 
à Lead by example junior developers in designing and implementing software solutions 
à Oversee the deployment and maintenance of systems, ensuring they are reliable, scalable, and secure 
à Work with other senior team members to define architecture and technical strategy 
à Mentor and guide more junior members of the team 

  



 

VEROO GmbH 
Industriezentrum NÖ-Süd, Straße 14 
AT-2355 Wiener Neudorf, Austria 

Your Profile. 
à Extensive experience as a software developer, with a strong background in a variety of 

programming languages 
à Strong experience with DevOps tools and processes, including continuous  

integration, continuous deployment, and infrastructure automation 
à Excellent communication with the ability to work collaboratively in a team environment 
à A passion for learning and staying up to date with the latest technologies and industry trends 
 
 

Ideally. 
à Multiple years of experience as Developer in a DevOps environment 
à Experience with application, data and technology architecture design relating to solving business issues 
à Ability to learn and work with new emerging technologies, methodologies and solutions in the Cloud/IT tech space 
à Experienced in agile software development methodologies (Scrum, Kanban, XP, Lean) as well as moderating 

technology related workshops and refinements based on agile principles 
à You are fluent in English and good in German 
 
 

Your benefits. 
à Self-determined, independent work and opportunity to quickly take on responsibilities 
à Possibility to actively shape our products and company into something bigger 
à Work in a startup-minded team with the resource continuity of a long lasting corporate 
à Modern working environment in Wiener Neudorf (on the southern outskirts of Vienna), 

free shuttle service from Vienna plus the option to work from home 
à Numerous social benefits (employee restaurant, support for lunch, in-house pub / 

lounge, free parking, extensive sports facilities, numerous employee events, language 
courses, support in finding accommodation during relocation and more) 

à Annual gross salary between 60,000 and 80,000 € (all-in) paid out 14x per year, based on 
qualifications and previous experience with optional bonus clause 

 
 

Apply now. 
 

 

 VEROO warmly welcomes all people regardless of age, skin color, gender, 
sexual orientation and cultural background and celebrates diversity. We are 
looking forward to your email application via career@veroo.io. If you have 
any questions, please do not hesitate to contact our recruiter Gabriele 
Vollnhofer via vollnhofer@veroo.io. 

 


